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Abstract
Electronic cigarettes (ECs) are devices that are used recreationally or as smoking cessation tools, and
have become increasingly popular in recent years. We conducted a review of the available literature to
determine the health effects caused by the use of these devices. A heating element in the EC aerosol-
izes a solution of propylene glycol, glycerol, nicotine (optional), and flavouring (optional). These com-
pounds are generally harmless on their own. However, upon heating, they produce various
carcinogens and irritants. We found that concentrations of these toxicants vary significantly depend-
ing on the type of EC device, the type of EC liquid, and the smoking behaviour of the user. Exposure
to these vapours can cause inflammation and oxidative damage to in vitro and in vivo cells. EC aerosol
can also potentially affect organ systems and especially cardiovascular and lung function. We
concluded that EC use causes acute effects on health but not as severe as those of conventional
cigarettes (CCs). These devices could, therefore, be of use for smokers of CCs wishing to quit.
However, as EC aerosol introduces new toxicants not found in CCs, long-term studies are needed to
investigate possible chronic effects associated with EC use.

Key words: electronic cigarette, vaping, electronic nicotine delivery devices, acute and chronic health
effects, cellular physiology, review

Introduction
There are long lists of known risks of smoking cigarettes. Cigarette smoke contains over 4000 chem-
icals, many of which are serious carcinogens like arsenic or volatile organic compounds (Romagna
et al. 2013; Rahman et al. 2015). These compounds cause serious cardiovascular and respiratory dis-
ease, including lung cancer, currently leading to the death of one out of every 10 adults worldwide
(Romagna et al. 2013; Rahman et al. 2015). These health risks have led to the development of materi-
als that may assist people in quitting smoking, one of which is electronic cigarettes (ECs). ECs have
existed for a long period of time, as they were first patented in 1965 by HA Gilbert as a device that
looked like a conventional cigarette (CC) but did not contain the carcinogens of tobacco, designed
to replace the use of CCs (Romagna et al. 2013; Cervellati et al. 2014; Rahman et al. 2015). The idea
of the EC did not gain momentum until a second patent of the modern EC was taken out by H Lik
in 2003 (Romagna et al. 2013; Cervellati et al. 2014; Rahman et al. 2015). Unlike the 1965 patent, this
device was marketed as a smoking cessation device as it contained nicotine to suppress the physiologi-
cal desire to smoke. Similar to the 1965 patent, this device is free of the carcinogenic tar and carbon
monoxide that exists in CCs (Romagna et al. 2013; Cervellati et al. 2014; Rahman et al. 2015). From
there, the popularity of the EC grew, and in 2007, Ruyan, an EC manufacturing company, made
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$127.6 million USD from their sale (Pauly et al. 2007). The popularity of ECs has only increased since,
with their use doubling in North America between 2008 and 2012 (Rahman et al. 2015). In principle,
the elimination of some of the carcinogens found in CCs makes them a safer alternative to smoking,
but because their popularity is fairly new, their health risks are not entirely known. Because over 98%
of EC users were previous or current CC smokers (Farsalinos et al. 2014a, 2016b; Patel et al. 2016;
Hammett et al. 2017), it is important to evaluate the safety of EC use in comparison with CC use.

ECs are electronic nicotine delivery devices that are shaped to look like a CC and are powered by a
lithium battery (Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health 2012; Romagna et al.
2013; Rahman et al. 2015). Specifically, ECs are made of a plastic tube, an electronic heating element,
a liquid cartridge, and a battery (Fig. 1). The battery powers the heating element that heats and
vapourizes the liquid in the cartridge, which the user, termed “vaper”, then inhales. Depending on
the type of device, the voltage and power may vary, changing the amount of vapour produced per puff
(Rahman et al. 2015), as well as the inhalation toxicity of aerosolants (Leigh et al. 2016). By designing
the EC to appear and work like a CC, the ergonomics appeal to the psychological aspect of smoking
addiction. In addition, the optional nicotine content satisfies the physiological aspect of smoking
addiction. These factors make it more likely that people will give up smoking for this “safer” device
(Hajek et al. 2014). However, the question remains as to how much safer ECs are than CCs, if at all.

The main components of EC liquids are propylene glycol, which creates the artificial smoke of the EC,
and glycerol (i.e., glycerin), which contains optional nicotine and flavouring agents. Glycerol and pro-
pylene glycol are classified by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) with the label “generally rec-
ognized as safe” for ingestion. However, once heated, there is no indication as to the safety of the
inhalation of these compounds or any compounds that might be produced by heat-induced degrada-
tion of these compounds. ECs also run the risk of containing toxic impurities like heavy metals or
tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs). These devices remain mostly unregulated in many countries,
and in others, regulation is lagging. For instance, although nicotine-containing liquids are not
approved for sale by Health Canada, they are still widely available in Canada, and the federal govern-
ment is still planning regulatory legislation (Czoli et al. 2015). In August 2016, the FDA introduced its
first regulation for EC products and vaping shops to regulate these in the same fashion as with the
tobacco industry (Food and Drug Administration 2016). However, manufacturers will still have at

Cartomizer 
(cartridge)
holds e-liquid

Mouthpiece

Some devices have a LED that lights up when user 
inhales to simulate the glow of a burning cigarette

Microprocessor controls 
LED light and heater

Heater vapourises e-liquid

Battery

On/off button

Fig. 1. Structure of an electronic cigarette (EC). ECs are made of a plastic tube, an electronic heating element, a
liquid cartridge, and a battery. The rechargeable lithium battery (with or without an LED indicator) powers the
heating element that heats and vapourizes the liquid in the cartridge to produce an aerosol that the user then
inhales. The liquid contains solvents and optional nicotine and flavouring agents. Modified from Federal
Emergency Management Agency (2014).
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least two years to obtain regulatory approval for current products. In Europe, advertising of ECs is
banned and new guidelines and quality control rules have been established recently, especially to limit
nicotine concentration. Overall, most current regulatory efforts put an emphasis on enforcing limited
disclosures on the industry, and do not yet focus on impacting safety or efficacy.

There is currently a gap in our understanding of the health effects of ECs. Many of the EC reviews
published to date focused on the social aspects of ECs, like their success in decreasing the urge to
smoke (Hajek 2014). Other reviews focused on basic health assessments like the potential risk of
inhaling propylene glycol (Hajek et al. 2014; Cooke et al. 2015a; Rahman et al. 2015). Some reviews
focusing on the physiological effects of ECs (e.g., Breland et al. 2014; Pisinger and Døssing 2014)
relied on studies that mostly used methodologies not amenable to broad-scale conclusions (e.g., in
vitro cell studies using only EC liquids and not their vapour). Given the rapidly growing research
efforts on the health effects of ECs, conclusions drawn by reviews and studies need timely updating
to inform best practices both in terms of regulatory action and policy making. The aim of the present
review was to perform an exhaustive review of the research on the health effects of ECs. First, we
examined the composition of EC devices, liquids, and vapours. Second, we looked at the effect of
EC liquids and vapours at an in vitro and in vivo cellular level. Finally, we investigated the effect of
EC liquids and vapours on organ systems and overall body physiology. After reviewing the field, we
identified gaps in our knowledge, discussed methodological issues related to aerosol delivery, and sug-
gested avenues for further research.

Methods
We performed a manual search of major databases such as PubMed, Google Scholar, JSTOR,
SpringerLink, and ScienceDirect for relevant articles using keywords like “electronic cigarette”,
“e-cigarette”, “electronic nicotine delivery system”, “vaper”, and similar variations on
31 October 2016. We also obtained relevant articles by studying the citations of the articles revealed
with the database searches. We discovered over 2100 papers with these search criteria and excluded
papers related to policies, regulation, or other topics that did not include biological information. This
narrowed our research to a total of 962 scientific research articles relating to EC use. The articles were
screened manually to assess the relevance of each. Research relating to user perception of and satisfac-
tion with ECs was excluded as it did not relate to health effects. We focused this review on health
effects due to normal use and functioning of the devices. Therefore, articles focusing on other topics
such as device explosion or e-liquid ingestion were excluded. This scan led to the discovery of a subset
of 175 articles that focused on physiological health effects. Given the recent research interest on the
health effects of ECs and the development of new methodologies, many of the cited articles are
research papers published since 2014.

Results and discussion

Composition of the EC device
The composition of EC liquids and the devices themselves determine what the user may be exposed to
and how that will affect their health. Before looking at what is in the EC liquids and, therefore, is
meant to be inhaled, we should consider the hazards of EC devices themselves. EC devices often use
lithium batteries to power the heating mechanisms, which are prone to leak or to cause fires or explo-
sions. These are risks vapers rarely consider (Brown and Cheng 2014). Furthermore, the heating
mechanisms of ECs are capable of emitting metallic particles such as tin, iron, lead, chromium, man-
ganese, nickel, and cadmium, which the user then inhales (Brown and Cheng 2014; Grana et al. 2014;
Mikheev et al. 2016; Hess et al. 2017). These metals are considered harmful or potentially harmful to
human health by the FDA (Brown and Cheng 2014). The source of these metals is often the heating
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filaments of the devices. EC heating filaments tend to be made of nickel and chromium and coated
with tin or silver (Williams et al. 2013, 2015). Tin is a friable metal and can end up in the EC aerosol
in large quantities. Tin is cytotoxic to human lung fibroblasts and can cause inflammation (Williams
et al. 2013, 2015). Nickel from the cartomizer is found in EC vapours at levels 2–100 times the amount
found in cigarette smoke and can also contribute to lung inflammation (Williams et al. 2013). Copper
nanoparticles present in EC vapour can cause elevated levels of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species
(ROS), DNA damage, and lung inflammation (Lerner et al. 2016). In addition to introducing metals
into the lungs, ECs contain oxidants in the batteries and cartomizers, which could also contribute to
inflammation in the lungs (Lerner et al. 2015a). Thus, without even considering the EC liquid, ECs
expose the users to potentially harmful substances. At least some of these substances (e.g., nickel)
are not inhaled in large quantities by CC users. These recent findings warrant further research on
the potential toxicity of EC devices and regulatory action on the manufacturing process (see below).

Composition of the EC liquid
Unflavoured EC liquid contains two main chemicals: propylene glycol and glycerol. These chemicals
in their liquid or vapourized form do not seem to cause serious health problems. First, propylene
glycol, responsible for producing the false smoke, is a suspected minor respiratory irritant causing a
sore throat or cough (Grana et al. 2014). Propylene glycol was also found to decrease lung function.
When aviation trainees were exposed to a propylene glycol mist, they experienced decreased forced
vital capacity as well as decreased forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) (Wieslander et al. 2001).
In one study, researchers found that one puff on a shisha pen, an EC designed to taste like a water
pipe, can produce 430–630 mg of propylene glycol per m3 of lung alveoli; enough to cause lung irri-
tation (Kienhuis et al. 2015). Second, glycerol, which assists with the vapourization of the solution,
is generally found not to be cytotoxic (Bahl et al. 2012). Some EC liquids, should the user decide, also
contain nicotine. Nicotine prolongs neutrophil survival, contributes to inflammation, and causes
cancer progression (Aoshiba et al. 1996; Chu et al. 2013). These cellular effects of nicotine can cause
various effects at the organism level (see below). Therefore, other than risking what are probably only
a minor cough and known risks of nicotine use, the hazards of EC liquids are lower than those of CCs
and their various toxicants. However, once the solution is aerosolized, the risk factors change.

Composition of unflavoured EC aerosols
When EC liquid is heated to create the aerosol intended for inhalation, propylene glycol and glyc-
erol are oxidized to produce potentially hazardous by-products, with propylene glycol being more
susceptible to decomposition than glycerol (Kosmider et al. 2014; Blair et al. 2015). Some of the tox-
icants found in EC vapour are likely formed as by-products during thermal degradation, especially
with high-powered devices (Sleiman et al. 2016). For example, Blair et al. (2015) discovered detect-
able levels of acetaldehyde (suspected carcinogen), acrolein (inflammatory agent), and acetone
(central nervous system depressant) in EC aerosols, though in lower amounts than in CCs.
Uchiyama et al. (2013) detected formaldehyde (potent carcinogen), acetaldehyde, acetone, acrolein,
glyoxal (mutagen), and methylglyoxal (mutagen) in EC aerosol from nine out of 13 EC brands
tested. Some of these toxicants (e.g., glyoxals) do not appear in CC smoke (Uchiyama et al. 2013).
These results are supported by other studies. For instance, Farsalinos et al. (2015b) detected form-
aldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone, and acrolein in EC aerosols; Flora et al. (2016) detected formalde-
hyde but no acetaldehyde or acrolein in EC aerosols; and Goniewicz et al. (2015) detected
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, and o-methylbenzaldehyde in EC aerosols. Sleiman et al.
(2016) identified two other potential carcinogens in EC vapour: propylene oxide and glycidol.
Other articles showed similar results, with increasing levels of toxicants when higher-powered devi-
ces were used (Laugesen 2008; McAuley et al. 2012; Goniewicz et al. 2014b; Hutzler et al. 2014;
Kosmider et al. 2014; Tayyarah and Long 2014; Geiss et al. 2015; Herrington and Myers 2015;
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O’Connell et al. 2015; El-Hellani et al. 2016; Jo and Kim 2016; Leigh et al. 2016; Sleiman et al. 2016;
Talih et al. 2016). The amount and types of these degradation products vary substantially in differ-
ent studies, making generalizations about the health effects of ECs difficult. Additional research is
required to determine if other important carcinogens are found in EC vapour. For
instance, another highly carcinogenic aldehyde by-product, hemiacetal, was found in laboratory
conditions when using high-voltage (5 V) devices (Jensen et al. 2015). Future studies need to inves-
tigate whether these toxicants are found in conditions that are experienced by everyday users. The
concentration of these toxicants also varied based on the type of EC liquid, which affects the propyl-
ene glycol to glycerol ratio. Because glycerol boils at a higher temperature than propylene glycol, a
solvent mix with a higher proportion of glycerol leads to heating elements reaching higher temper-
atures. The type of EC device is also important in generating higher temperatures. Higher voltage
and resistance devices get hotter and produce more aerosol, which causes users to inhale more
chemicals (Blair et al. 2015; Farsalinos et al. 2015b; Geiss et al. 2015). Under “dry puff” conditions,
a small quantity of liquid is applied directly to the heater, essentially making the liquid much hotter
than would normally occur. Under such conditions, the levels of aldehydes (e.g., formaldehyde, ace-
taldehyde, and acrolein) present in the aerosol equal or exceed the amounts found in CC smoke
(Farsalinos et al. 2015b; Talih et al. 2016). The high level of formaldehyde is especially concerning
as this compound is a potent carcinogen and is toxic to the human reproductive system (Duong
et al. 2011). Formaldehyde and other carbonyls are also problematic because their concentrations
can be high and correlated with the power of the device (El-Hellani et al. 2016). This is of special
concern with newer generation high-powered devices. “Dry puff” conditions can occur when the
power of the device is high (9–11 W), puffs on the device are long, or when the EC liquid is added
directly to the heating element in a process known as “direct dripping” practiced by some EC users
(Farsalinos et al. 2015d; Talih et al. 2016). “Direct dripping” is a popular method of vaping as it cre-
ates more aerosol, a stronger flavour, and a more potent “throat hit”. This method potentially puts
users at risk of exposing themselves to higher levels of toxicants and nanoparticles (Mikheev et al.
2016; Talih et al. 2016). Further studies, therefore, not only need to focus on EC aerosol composi-
tion but also on the power of the devices along with the modes of delivery by users. Overall, a large
majority of the experiments mentioned above showed that the amounts of aldehydes and other
toxicants produced by the ECs were lower than the amounts produced by CCs (Cravo et al. 2016).
In addition, some EC users experience an unpleasant taste under dry puff conditions and avoid
these conditions, thus limiting the likelihood of exposure to high levels of aldehydes (Farsalinos
et al. 2015d). Therefore, ECs are likely to be less toxic than CCs when looking at unflavoured
liquids, especially without nicotine. With regard to the risk to bystanders, the main compound that
people could be exposed to by secondhand EC exposure is a small amount of nicotine (Czogala et al.
2014; Long 2014). There are, however, still gaps in knowledge for these types of cigarettes. First, the
health effects of metals (see above) need to be further investigated (Hess et al. 2017). Second, like
CCs, ECs produce high levels of particulate matter in their aerosol. These particles, and especially
the smaller nanoparticles, can attach to chemicals found in the aerosol or in the EC liquid. This
can potentially cause more damage than would otherwise occur as the particles can then settle in
the lungs (Pellegrino et al. 2012; Fuoco et al. 2014; Marini et al. 2014; Schober et al. 2014;
Manigrasso et al. 2015; Trassierra et al. 2015; Casanova-Cháfer et al. 2016; Mikheev et al. 2016).
EC liquids with a high propylene glycol to glycerol ratio tend to produce smaller particles, and tox-
icants attached to these small particles are then more likely to reach alveoli and cause damage
(Heyder 2004; Pellegrino et al. 2012; Long 2014; Schober et al. 2014). Further research is needed
to understand better how the number and size of particles produced in EC vapour compare with
CC smoke. For example, Mikheev et al. (2016) discovered that EC aerosol contains nanoparticles
(11–25 nm in diameter) and submicron particles (96–175 nm diameter) in roughly equal concen-
trations, whereas Sosnowski and Kramek-Romanowska (2016) reported median diameters
of 410 nm. Fuoco et al. (2014) found that the amount of particulate matter in EC vapour equaled
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or exceeded the amount in CC smoke (average of 4.39± 0.42E9 particles/cm3 for EC and 3.14± 0.61E9
particles/cm3 for cigarettes), whereas Pellegrino et al. (2012) found that the amount of particulate matter
in CCs exceeded that of ECs by 15 times. So far, the discussion of aerosols produced by ECs was
restricted to unflavoured products. Flavoured ECs represent a large part of the EC market and bring a
new suite of potential toxicants.

Composition of flavoured EC liquids and aerosols
EC liquid flavours are used to simulate the taste of CCs or to create a new experience by giving the
aerosol a pleasant taste (e.g., fruity, coffee, chocolate, or cinnamon flavours). There are over 7700
unique flavours available on the market as of January 2014 (Zhu et al. 2014). Tierney et al. (2016)
determined that of 30 products tested, 13 were more than 1% flavour by weight and six of 24 flavour
compounds detected were aldehydes like vanillin, which are respiratory irritants. A discussion of all
flavourants used in EC liquids is impractical given this high diversity of products. Here, we focus on
a sample of representative flavours. Of eight different cinnamon flavoured EC liquids, Behar et al.
(2014) found that the main flavouring chemicals were CAD and 2MOCA. These two toxicants
inhibit transcription factors involved with immunity, inflammation, and development (Reddy
et al. 2004). Behar et al. (2014) found that three of the eight cinnamon flavours tested were cytotoxic
to human lung fibroblasts and human embryonic stem cells. Another popular flavouring chemical in
EC liquids is diacetyl, which is used to give an artificial buttery flavour to foods like microwave
popcorn. Its inhalation has been linked to the development of bronchiolitis obliterans, an obstructive
respiratory disease (Shibamoto 2014). The bad press associated with diacetyl has led some compa-
nies to substitute diacetyl with acetyl propionyl or acetoin, but these two compounds could be just as
hazardous as diacetyl (Farsalinos et al. 2015b). Farsalinos et al. (2015b) found that 28.3% of
159 sweet EC flavours contained both diacetyl and acetyl propionyl and 45.9% contained one of
the two. Furthermore, 47.3% of the samples that contained diacetyl and 41.5% of the samples
that contained acetyl propionyl had them in levels above what is deemed safe for inhalation by
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, though still less than in CCs (Farsalinos
et al. 2015b). Allen et al. (2016) found diacetyl in 39 of 51 flavours tested, while also finding acetyl
propionyl in 23 out of 51 flavours and acetoin in 46 out of 51 flavours. Other flavouring compounds,
vanillin and the chocolate flavouring 2,5-dimethylpyrazine, caused alterations in cellular physiology
and compromised the ability of airway epithelial cells to maintain homeostasis (Sherwood and
Boitano 2016). In another study, Higham et al. (2016) discovered other known carcinogens such as
allylthiourea, 2,3-benzofuran and toxicants such as gamma-hexenoic acid, 2-methyl valeric acid,
piperidine, propanal, and styrene in EC vapour extracts. Kotandeniya et al. (2015) reported the car-
cinogen biomarkers N-Nitrosonornicotine (NNN) and 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-
butanol (NNAL) in the urine of EC users, albeit in lower amounts than with CCs. Regardless of
nicotine content, e-liquid administration intraperitoneally to adult male rats led to diminished sperm
density and viability, and disrupted steroidogenesis and oxidative balance (El Golli et al. 2016d).
Furthermore, e-liquid seems to also affect kidney function in rats (El Golli et al. 2016c). From the
previous studies, it is clear that different e-liquid flavours contain different toxicants not found in
unflavoured products, and many of these compounds are not found in CCs. Furthermore, flavouring
agents may promote addiction to ECs, especially in young adults and when these agents are used in
conjunction with nicotine (Kim et al. 2016; Patel et al. 2016).

How manufacturing can affect the composition of EC liquids and
aerosols
Many e-liquid manufacturers do not report health warnings, chemical sources, manufacturing
process, exhaustive ingredient lists, or concentrations (Kong et al. 2016). ECs are capable of delivering
nicotine in their vapour, with the amount of nicotine varying based on the solution, power of the
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device, or smoking topography (e.g., puff duration) (Trtchounian et al. 2010; Spindle et al. 2015; Talih
et al. 2015). Various research groups have reported that EC liquids tested in their studies do not
contain the same amount of nicotine claimed on the bottle by the manufacturer (Goniewicz
et al. 2013, 2014a, 2015; Hahn et al. 2014; Davis et al. 2015; Lisko et al. 2015; Pagano et al. 2016).
In a study by Davis et al. (2015), 8 out of 72 liquids contained less nicotine than stated and 46 out
of 72 contained more nicotine than stated. In addition, Goniewicz et al. (2015) found that 19% of
91 EC liquids from the US, South Korea, and Poland contained nicotine levels that were more than
20% different from the amount claimed by the manufacturer, and even many liquids that were
labelled as “nicotine-free” contained small amounts of nicotine. Goniewicz et al. (2013) found that
300 puffs from an EC generated a significant amount of nicotine in the vapour at approximately
0.5–15.4 mg of nicotine depending on the level of nicotine in the liquid. Inconsistencies in nicotine
concentrations are of concern as there seems to be a positive correlation in most studies to date
between EC liquid nicotine concentration and the amount of nicotine found in aerosols (Breland
et al. 2016). Other EC liquids contain toxicants not supposed to be found in such products
(Goniewicz et al. 2014a; Lisko et al. 2015). Many studies have found that EC vapours contain
TSNAs (Westenberger 2009; Kim and Shin 2013; Cheng 2014; Goniewicz et al. 2014b; Tayyarah
and Long 2014; Farsalinos et al. 2015a; Flora et al. 2016). For example, Kim and Shin (2013) found
an average of 12.99 ± 18.23 μg/L of these toxicants in 105 EC liquids from Korean shops. TSNAs are
derived from tobacco leaves and are very potent carcinogens due to their ability to form DNA
adducts, inhibiting tumour suppressor genes and activating oncogenes (Xue et al. 2014). Because
ECs do not contain tobacco, they should not contain TSNAs, which indicates that their presence
is the result of nicotine contaminants (Farsalinos et al. 2015a). However, EC TSNAs are mostly
found in concentrations much lower than in CCs (Farsalinos et al. 2015a; Flora et al. 2016), and
some studies did not detect them in EC liquids or vapours at all (Kavvalakis et al. 2015).
Improving the regulation of the EC manufacturing process should reduce the number of contami-
nants as well as increase the agreement between the amount of nicotine claimed by the manufac-
turer and the actual amount, which would make these devices safer to use as smoking cessation
devices. Finally, manufacturing could also be improved in terms of the design (e.g., limitation of
the power output) and quality of EC devices. Poor workmanship in terms of the quality of the
batteries and heating elements can increase the concentration of toxic metals found in aerosolant
(Kong et al. 2016; Loewenstein and Middlekauff 2017). Overall, ECs deliver a wide array of aeroso-
lants, ranging from some known irritants to carcinogens. To better understand the health implica-
tions of EC use, we need to review the literature on the health effects of these toxicants in cells and
organisms at the concentrations found in the above studies.

Cellular level effects
Studies of the cellular level response to EC liquids and aerosols can be categorized as either in vitro
or in vivo. Table 1 summarizes many representative recent studies. Results from Table 1 show that
EC devices are capable of causing damage at a cellular level. EC vapours can directly cause respira-
tory cell death by inducing apoptosis or necrosis (Bahl et al. 2012; Romagna et al. 2013; Cervellati
et al. 2014; Willershausen et al. 2014; Scheffler et al. 2015a, 2015b; Schweitzer et al. 2015; Tartell
2015). Hom et al. (2016) also reported platelet activation, aggregation, and adhesion under EC
vapour extracts in vitro. However, some researchers report no cytotoxicity involved with ECs
(Wu et al. 2014). For instance, cytological examination of the oral mucosa led Franco et al. (2016) to con-
clude that EC use is safe for oral cells. These varying results could be explained by different EC
liquids being used between studies or different exposure techniques (e.g., varying puff regimes).
For instance, inoculating cells by soaking them in liquid (e.g., Aug et al. 2015; Sancilio et al. 2016)
versus exposing cells to smoke condensate (e.g., Yu et al. 2016) or vapours (e.g., Sussan et al.
2015) are likely to lead to different results. In addition, some studies took 3 s puffs on the devices
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Table 1. Effects of electronic cigarette liquids and vapours at the cellular level in vitro and in vivo.

Reference
Cell type(s) and

(or) organism type(s)
In vitro and
(or) in vivo Exposure Methods Results

Bahl et al. (2012) hESC, mNSC, hPF In vitro EC liquid over 48 h Test 35 EC liquids for toxicity
with MTT colorimetric assay

Varying cytotoxicity among different brands/
flavours though hESCs were almost always
more sensitive than mNSC or hPF.

Cervellati et al.
(2014)

A549, HaCaT In vitro 50 min exposure to EC
vapour, sample
periodically over 24 h

Vacuum pump for exposure,
trypan blue and LDH
assay for viability

EC without flavour or nicotine: no effect. EC with
flavour and EC with nicotine decreased viability
and increased cell damage, similar to CCs.

Farsalinos et al.
(2013)

H9c2 In vitro 2.5 and 4 s puffs of vapour
every 60 s for high and
regular voltage EC devices,
until consumption of 200 mg
of EC liquid: H9c2 cells
soaked in liquid for 24 h

Test 20 EC liquids for
toxicity with MTT
colorimetric assay

Varying cytotoxicity among different brands/
flavours, more pronounced effects at higher
concentrations, cell survival was not associated
with nicotine concentration of EC liquids,
viability reduced for EC extracts produced by
high-voltage EC devices.

Garcia-Arcos et al.
(2016)

NHBE, live mice In vitro and
in vivo

NHBE cells: puffs of
vapour every 30 s for
a total of 36 puffs

In vivo: Histological and
immuno-fluorescence
analysis of lung tissue,
TUNEL cell viability test,
qPCR for gene expression

In vivo: nicotine-containing EC vapour
increased cytokine and protease expression,
airway hyperreactivity, lung tissue destruction,
mucin production whereas nicotine-free EC
vapour did not.

Mice: 1 h of aerosol
per day for four
months

In vitro: LDH release for
viability, histological
analysis

In vitro: nicotine-containing EC vapour
impaired ciliary beat frequency, airway surface
liquid volume, cystic fibrosis transmembrane
regulator, and ATP-stimulated K+ ion
conductance of NHBE cells.

Higham et al.
(2016)

Human neutrophils In vitro 10 s puffs of vapour
every 30 s for a total
of 13 min

Expression of CD11b and
CD66b measured by flow
cytometry, MMP-9 and
CXCL8 by ELISA

Vapours increased expression of CD11b and
CD66b (markers of neutrophil activation) and
increased neutrophil elastase and MMP-9
activity (both causing tissue destruction and
leading to emphysema).

Husari et al.
(2016)

A549, live mice In vitro and
in vivo

A549 cells: EC condensate
added to culture media,
media tested at various
concentrations of
aerosol extracts

In vitro: cell titer blue
assay for viability

No albumin leak, no cell death, and low levels of
lung damage found in ECs when compared with
CCs. Significant increase in IL-1β for ECs and in
all three mediators (1β, IL-6, TNF-α) for CC use.

Mice: 6 h of aerosol
per day for 3 d

In vivo: albumin level,
qPCR for inflammatory
mediators IL-1β, IL-6,
TNF-α, tested oxidative
stress and cell death
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Table 1. (continued )

Reference
Cell type(s) and

(or) organism type(s)
In vitro and
(or) in vivo Exposure Methods Results

Leigh et al. (2016) H292 In vitro 3 s puffs of vapour every
30 s for a total of 30 min

Neutral red test for metabolic
activity, trypan blue assay
for viability, measured
cytokine release with ELISA

Vapours decreased metabolic activity and cell
viability and increased release of various
cytokines, CCs had more detrimental effects
on cell viability and metabolic activity,
metabolic activity and viability reduced further
for EC extracts produced by higher voltage EC
devices (4 and 4.8 V vs. 3.3 V), cytotoxicity
varied depending on the type of flavour used.

Lerner et al.
(2015b)

H292, HFL-1,
live mice

In vitro and
in vivo

H292 cells: 4 s puffs of
vapour every 30 s for
5, 10, or 15 min

In vitro: tested ROS
generation and IL-8
release

In vitro: ROS generated by device, humectants,
and complete liquids, IL-8 release correlated
with nicotine.

HFL-1 cells: soaked in
liquid for 24 h

In vivo: tested macrophage
and IL release

In vivo: vapours caused increased
macrophages and IL in lungs.

Mice: 5 h of aerosol
per day for 3 d

Lim and Kim
(2014)

Live mice In vivo Inject EC liquid into
trachea twice weekly
for 10 weeks, tested
24 h after last dose

Measure airway
inflammation and airway
hyperresponsiveness

EC increased hyperresponsiveness and
attracted leukocytes and eosinophils
(indicating inflammation and allergies).

Misra et al.
(2014)

A549 In vitro 2 s puffs of vapour every
30 s or soaked in EC
liquid, tested 24 h after
exposure

Neutral red test for
cytotoxicity, measured
cytokine release with ELISA,
Ames and micronucleus
assay for mutagenicity

No effect besides IL-8 release at very high dose
of EC liquid.

Neilson et al.
(2015)

Human
tracheobronchial
epithelium:
EpiAirway™

In vitro 3 s puffs of vapour every
30 s for a total of 30 min

Test for toxicity with MTT
colorimetric assay

No decreased cell viability with EC vapour,
12% decrease for CC smoke.

Palpant et al.
(2015)

hESC, live zebrafish
embryos

In vitro and
in vivo

Vapour drawn over
culture media for cells
and embryos, tested 24, 48,
and 72 h after exposure

In vitro: tested gene
expression

In vitro: vapours reduced expression of
sarcomeres.

In vivo: observed cardiac
development

In vivo: vapours caused cardiac defects
(decreased contractile and junctional proteins)
unrelated to nicotine, no effect on heart beat.

Romagna et al.
(2013)

BALB/3T3 In vitro 2 s puffs every 60 s, tested
24 h after exposure

MTT assay for viability
of 21 EC liquids at different
concentrations

Only one “coffee” liquid was cytotoxic and
only at the highest concentration tested.
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Table 1. (continued )

Reference
Cell type(s) and

(or) organism type(s)
In vitro and
(or) in vivo Exposure Methods Results

Scheffler et al.
(2015a)

NHBE, A549 In vitro 2 s puffs every 10 s,
tested 24 h after
exposure

Cell titer blue assay for
viability, ROS-Glo H2O2

assay for oxidative stress

Vapours decreased viability unrelated to
nicotine, bronchial cells more sensitive
than A549, bronchial cells showed oxidative
stress, not A549.

Scheffler et al.
(2015b)

NHBE In vitro 2 s puffs, 200 puffs,
tested 24 h after
exposure

Cell titer blue assay for
viability, ROS-Glo H2O2

assay for oxidative stress

EC vapour, propylene glycol, and glycerol
reduced viability and increased oxidative
stress unrelated to nicotine.

Schweitzer et al.
(2015)

Rat lung epithelial
cells, NHBE, primary
mouse lung endothelial
cells, primary human
lung microvascular
cells, live mice

In vitro and
in vivo

In vitro: 125 μL of EC
condensate added to
culture media

MTT assay for viability,
tested oxidative stress,
tested protein expression

In vitro: vapours caused decreased viability
and growth unrelated to nicotine and
increased oxidative stress (increased ROS).

In vivo: 2 doses (1 μg
each) of vapour, tested
30 min or 24 h after
exposure

In vivo: vapours caused oxidative stress
(increased in 8-OHdG) and increased
polymorphonuclear cells in lungs
(inflammation).

Sussan et al.
(2015)

Live mice In vivo 2 s puffs every 10 s for 1.5 h
twice a day for two weeks,
tested 24 h after exposure

Measured IL levels,
susceptibility to
bacterial and viral
infections

Vapours caused oxidative stress (but no IL
release), macrophage infiltration, increased
susceptibility to bacterial infections (and
macrophage phagocytosis was impaired),
and viral infections (more infected cells and
death than in the control).

Tartell (2015) A549 In vitro Soaked in liquid for up
to 120 min

LDH release for viability,
tested protein expression

Liquid was cytotoxic above 5%, caused
release of NF Kappa genes which stimulate
inflammation.

Teasdale et al.
(2016)

HCAEC In vitro EC condensate added to
culture media with a
350 ng/mL nicotine
concentration

qPCR for expression of
regulatory genes, immuno-
chemistry to detect oxidant-
stress sensing transcription
factor NFR2

Oxidative stress pathway activated and
cytochrome p450 upregulated for CC smoke
condensate, but not EC condensate.

Willershausen
et al. (2014)

Human periodontal
ligament fibroblasts

In vitro Soaked in liquid for up
to 96 h

Presto Blue cell proliferation
assay for viability, tested
cell migration

Only menthol flavoured liquid decreased
viability (not hazelnut, lime, or pure
nicotine), only menthol reduced migration.

Wu et al. (2014) hTBE In vitro Soaked in liquid for
up to 48 h

LDH release for viability,
tested IL levels, tested
response to viral infection

No cytotoxicity, liquids caused IL-6 release,
more so when it contained nicotine, liquid
increased number of virally infected cells and
decreased SPLUNCI (virus defense molecule)
levels for nicotine and non-nicotine liquids.
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Table 1. (concluded )

Reference
Cell type(s) and

(or) organism type(s)
In vitro and
(or) in vivo Exposure Methods Results

Yu et al. (2016) HaCAT, hNSCC In vitro Vapour absorbed by
media used to culture
cells, replaced every 3 d
for eight weeks (HaCaT)
or one week (hNSCC)

Trypan blue assay for
viability, detected double-
stranded DNA breaks by
detecting γ-H2AX, detected
cells undergoing apoptosis

HaCat: 1.5 and 3 times more double-strand
breaks for non-nicotine and nicotine vapour,
respectively, 0.53 to 0.68 times more necrosis,
1.2 to 2 times more apoptosis than in the
control.
hNSCC: 1.5 and 2 times more double-strand
breaks for non-nicotine and nicotine vapour,
respectively, 0.2 to 1.34 times more necrosis,
1.21 to 2.58 times more apoptosis than in the
control.
Both cells: 5 and 10 times more cell death for
non-nicotine and nicotine vapours, respectively.

Note: EC, electronic cigarette; hESC, human embryonic stem cells; mNSC, mouse neural stem cells; hPF, human pulmonary fibroblasts; A549, human lung epi-
thelial cells; HaCaT, human keratinocytes; H9c2, human cardiomyocytes; NHBE, human bronchial epithelial cells; H292, human bronchial epithelial cells;
HFL-1, human fetal lung fibroblasts; BALB/3T3, mouse embryo fibroblasts; HCAEC, human coronary artery endothelial cells; hTBE, human tracheobronchial
epithelial cells; HaCAT, human keratinocytes; hNSCC, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; ROS, reactive oxygen species; CC, conventional cigarette.
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with 30 s intervals, some did 2 s puffs with 60 s intervals, some just used a continuous stream of
vapour, and the number of exposures was often different. Table 1 illustrates this high diversity of
methodologies and exposure times, making broad generalizations on cytotoxicity difficult. ECs
can cause inflammation, which could potentially cause or aggravate conditions like chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), by inducing the release of interleukins, which are inflam-
matory mediators, attracting macrophages to the area, and causing oxidative damage via ROS
(Lim and Kim 2014; Misra et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2014; Lerner et al. 2015a; Schweitzer et al. 2015;
Sussan et al. 2015; Tartell 2015; Anderson et al. 2016; Garcia-Arcos et al. 2016; Ji et al. 2016;
Shivalingappa et al. 2016). In addition, ECs are capable of reducing the ability of a person’s immune
system to fight off both bacterial and viral infections (Sussan et al. 2015; Hwang et al. 2016). This
could be attributed to a decreased ability of pulmonary macrophages to phagocytize, as well as fewer
viral defense molecules like SPLUNCI in the lungs (Wu et al. 2014; Sussan et al. 2015). In addition,
exposure to the vapours from ECs can cause DNA damage in cells (Anderson et al. 2016; Yu et al.
2016). DNA breaks could be caused by the known carcinogens that exist in EC vapours, like form-
aldehyde, as discussed previously. EC vapours can also induce gene expression changes in vivo in
nasal epithelium (Martin et al. 2016) or in vitro in bronchial airway epithelium (Moses et al.
2017), or in acetylcholine receptors associated with tumour progression (Schaal and Chellappan
2016). It should be noted that many of the above results were not related to the nicotine that is
sometimes present in the vapours but to the humectants like propylene glycol, glycerol, and any
flavouring compounds that may exist in the solution (though nicotine sometimes enhanced the
damaging effects). Long-term studies of the effects of EC use such as effects on tumour promotion
and progression, or overall cytological function are rare and clearly needed.

From the 22 studies cited in Table 1, 12 compared the cellular level effects of ECs with the effects of CCs.
Although ECs can cause harmful effects in cells, they are usually at a much lower magnitude than the
harmful effects of CCs (11 out of 12 studies: Farsalinos et al. 2013; Romagna et al. 2013; Cervellati et al.
2014; Misra et al. 2014; Neilson et al. 2015; Palpant et al. 2015; Scheffler et al. 2015a, 2015b; Husari
et al. 2016; Leigh et al. 2016; Teasdale et al. 2016). For instance, Misra et al. (2014) found no cytotoxicity
or mutagenicity of EC aerosols, but found high cytotoxicity andmutagenicity of CC smoke in human lung
epithelial cells (A549). Also, Scheffler et al. (2015b) discovered reduced viability and increased oxidative
stress when human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells were exposed to EC humectants, but much lower
viability and higher oxidative stress when the same cells were exposed to CC smoke (see also Taylor
et al. 2016 for similar results). Carnevale et al. (2016) found similar results in healthy subjects with
increased oxidative stress while vaping. In one study mentioned in Table 1 (Higham et al. 2016), vapours
from ECs caused a pro-inflammatory response from human neutrophils. In that study, the effects were
similar or more pronounced with EC vapours than with CC smoke extracts. Interpreting these results is
difficult as sample sizes tend to be low, methodologies vary, and acute effects and in vitro studies do not
necessarily translate well to overall long-term health effects. In addition, some measured biomarkers
may not necessarily represent good predictors of disease risk. For instance, acute exposure to caffeine
can have similar effects on aspects of oxidative stress response or endothelial cell function in the cardio-
vascular system as those found for EC aerosols (Buscemi et al. 2010; Martini et al. 2016). Therefore,
some biomarkers such as intracellular ROS may not be the best estimators of potential EC vapour tox-
icity for users (Putzhammer et al. 2016). Taken together, results suggest that, while the effects of ECs on
health are not negligible, they are generally lower in magnitude than for CCs. However, given the diver-
sity of products available on the market, it is not surprising to find some products to be as cytotoxic as
CCs, whereas others are much less toxic (Putzhammer et al. 2016).

Overall physiological effects
The literature that focuses on overall physiological effects of ECs can be divided into a few subtopics
of importance. In this review, we focus on the delivery of nicotine into the blood, the effects on
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cardiovascular function, the effects on pulmonary function, the effects on metabolism and develop-
ment, the effects on cognitive function, and the acute adverse effects of smoking. In this section, we
lump studies conducted on humans and animal models together.

Delivery of nicotine to the blood by EC devices
When smoking a CC, users tend to take quick, deep inhalations, which produce more smoke.
Experienced vapers tend to take longer, slower inhalations, which produce more aerosols from an
EC (Farsalinos et al. 2015c). Thus, experienced vapers are exposed to higher levels of the chemicals
that exist in EC vapour (including nicotine) than an EC user who is trying the device for the first time
(Hajek et al. 2015). Lee et al. (2015) provided current smokers with nicotine ECs and allowed them to
use the devices ad libitum for two weeks. Over this time period, the number of puffs, puff intervals,
and puff volume did not change, but after just 7 d of EC use, the smokers increased their puff duration
from 2.2± 0.1 s to 3.1± 0.3 s and their puff flow rate from 30.6± 2.3 mL/s to 25.1± 1.8 mL/s to pro-
duce the desired amount of blood nicotine (Lee et al. 2015). In another study, vapers engaged in com-
pensatory puffing by increasing the number of puffs and their duration in a low nicotine e-liquid
strength condition when compared with a higher strength condition (Dawkins et al. 2016). Blood nic-
otine concentrations tend to peak much faster when smoking a CC than when using an EC, indicating
differing nicotine absorption and reduction of cigarette cravings (D’Ruiz et al. 2015). Besides device
familiarity, another important factor is the type of EC device that is being used in the study. The origi-
nal ECs, called “first-generation” devices, were designed to look like a CC and were relatively low
power (Farsalinos et al. 2014b). There are different ECs that have come out in recent years, called
“new generation” devices. These devices can look like common household items such as pens or have
a completely unique design and have a much higher voltage and (or) resistance and, therefore, power
than the first-generation devices (Farsalinos et al. 2014b). This higher power allows the user to gener-
ate more aerosols per puff than the first-generation devices, again exposing users to more of the
vapour chemicals like nicotine (Wagener et al. 2017). These factors (experience of the subjects, indi-
vidual habits, and type of device and liquid) can explain some of the discrepancies in the literature
and can cause different blood nicotine levels even if the exact same product is in use (Dawkins and
Corcoran 2014). Gallart-Mateu et al. (2016) discovered that nicotine levels in saliva of passive vapers
were lower than nicotine levels of CC users. In a separate study, these effects were reflected in lower
urinary nicotine levels with EC use than with CC use (Hecht et al. 2015; but see Göney et al. 2016).
Similarly, Bullen et al. (2010) and Vélez de Mendizábal et al. (2015) discovered that ECs produce
lower blood nicotine concentrations than CCs. These results must be interpreted with caution as these
studies were mostly performed with subjects who were inexperienced with ECs. Pacifici et al. (2015)
found that ECs could generate comparable levels of nicotine to CCs in smokers that were instructed
by medical professionals on how to use the device. Vansickel and Eissenberg (2013) found that expe-
rienced vapers allowed to use their own device ad libitum for 1 h were able to generate blood nicotine
concentrations of 16.3 ± 4.5 ng/mL, similar to CC use. Similarly, in two separate studies, EC users
allowed to use an EC device for 15 puffs also produced levels of blood nicotine (and systemic retention
times) comparable with or higher than CCs (El-Hellani et al. 2016; St. Helen et al. 2016). Specifically,
when loaded with EC liquid containing 36 mg/mL of nicotine, users can generate blood nicotine con-
centrations of 30.2 ± 5 ng/mL, exceeding CC nicotine levels (Ramôa et al. 2016). These results are
similar when analyzing saliva rather than blood, as experienced vapers can generate salivary nicotine
derivative levels similar to smokers, as determined by analyzing samples solicited over the internet
(Etter 2014). This may be due to changing puffing topography or to the fact that nicotyrine, a com-
pound that exists with nicotine, builds up over time in the liquids. Nicotyrine inhibits the breakdown
of nicotine in the liver and, therefore, increases nicotine concentration in the blood (Abramovitz et al.
2015). This may account for EC users becoming more satisfied with their nicotine-containing devices
after a few days of use (McQueen et al. 2011).
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Reported secondhand effects are scarce and include mostly minor acute effects such as coughing
(Durmowicz et al. 2016; see respective section on acute effects below). However, salivary nicotine
derivatives were elevated in non-users who lived in the home of someone who vaped indoors
(Ballbè et al. 2014). These levels were similar to those of people who lived with indoor CC smokers
(Ballbè et al. 2014). The thirdhand nicotine (in other words, exposure to nicotine from surface
deposits) from ECs was negligible, especially compared with CCs (Bush and Goniewicz 2015).
Therefore, both in terms of vaping or secondhand vaping, nicotine levels can be high (especially with
newer devices) and similar to CCs (Goniewicz et al. 2017). If so, we should expect to see consequences
of EC use on important body functions such as the cardiovascular or pulmonary systems.

Effects of ECs on cardiovascular function
Smoking CCs is known to have adverse effects on human cardiovascular function, such as increased
heart rate, increased blood pressure, arterial stiffness, and increased risk of heart attack or stroke
(e.g., Ambrose and Barua 2004). Therefore, it should not be surprising to find some of these detrimen-
tal effects on cardiovascular function with EC use. Vlachopoulos et al. (2016) reported increased
aortic stiffness and increased blood pressure with a continuous 30 min vaping regime. In healthy vol-
unteers, 10 puffs of EC aerosol for 10 min resulted in increased endothelial progenitor cells in blood at
similar levels than after smoking one CC (Antoniewicz et al. 2016). Nides et al. (2014) found that use
of an EC by 25 smokers educated and practiced in the use of the devices, over a period of 10 min,
increased heart rate from the base line by 2.4 beats/min in the first 5 min and 10.3 beats/min immedi-
ately after the 10 min period. Similarly, in two studies, heart rate increased by an average of 8 beats/min
(St. Helen et al. 2016) and 4.8 beats/min (Vansickel and Eissenberg 2013) after 5 min of nicotine-
containing EC use. Cooke et al. (2015b) showed that inhaled vapourized nicotine from ECs increased
arterial pressure. Yan and D’Ruiz (2015) found that 1 h ad libitum use of nicotine-containing ECs by
26 smokers increased heart rate, systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure, though less than
CCs for all factors but the diastolic blood pressure. D’Ruiz et al. (2015) found that when 24 smokers
took 5 s puffs on nicotine-containing ECs with 30 s intervals for a total of 24.5 min, their heart rate,
systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure increased, though not as much as when CCs were
similarly used. Finally, in a few pilot studies, subjects had reduced cutaneous blood flow (Page et al.
2016) and increased flow in the buccal mucosa (Reuther et al. 2016) following EC use. Although these
effects may be transient, continual EC use and, therefore, repeated situations with raised heart rate
and blood pressure could cause stress on the cardiovascular system, potentially leading to increased
risk of heart attack or stroke, like with CCs. In contrast, some studies found no effects of EC use when
compared with CCs. In a study of 76 people, 40 EC users and 36 CC smokers used nicotine-containing
ECs or CCs for 7 min each (Farsalinos et al. 2014c). The use of CCs increased heart rate and isovolu-
metric relaxation, indicating diastolic dysfunction (Farsalinos et al. 2014c). In addition, CC use
decreased mitral annulus diastolic velocity, indicating heart valve closing issues, decreased diastolic
longitudinal deformation, and increased blood flow, all indicating myocardial pathology (Farsalinos
et al. 2014c). However, the use of the ECs had no effect on cardiac function (Farsalinos et al.
2014c). Flouris et al. (2012) reported no changes in complete blood count indices an hour after EC
use, whereas white blood cell, lymphocyte, and granulocyte count went up for CC users over the same
time frame. Chronic idiopathic neutrophilia was reversed and white blood cell count improved in one
patient when switching from CCs to ECs (Farsalinos and Romagna 2013). Szołtysek-Bołdys et al.
(2014) found that the acute use of ECs did not have an effect on arterial stiffness, but the acute use
of CCs did. Similarly, Walele et al. (2016) found that there was no change in cardiac function, includ-
ing heart rate and blood pressure, after smokers took 10 puffs from nicotine and nicotine-free ECs
four times per day for 4 d. Finally, Farsalinos et al. (2016a) found a beneficial effect on systolic blood
pressure of switching to ECs from CCs after following 145 participants for a year. Results from these
above studies should be interpreted with caution. For instance, the 10 puffs or the 7 min exposure
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followed by an immediate electrocardiogram might not have been enough time for the nicotine to
reach the blood through EC use because it is absorbed more slowly than with CC use, as discussed
previously. In addition, it is possible that these smokers were inexperienced with the use of the device
and, therefore, could not generate enough aerosols (and nicotine) to experience a change in cardiac
function. In contrast, 30 min continuous vaping or high e-liquid concentrations may not necessarily
represent realistic conditions for extrapolation when positive results are found. These differences in
vaping duration and user experience are likely to explain why in some studies arterial stiffness
increased with EC use, whereas it did not in others. Because most of these studies involved nico-
tine-containing ECs, it is difficult to say whether or not the perceived cardiac effects of ECs are due
to nicotine solely. For instance, carbonyls found in EC vapour can cause significant cardiovascular
toxicity (Bhatnagar 2016). Further clinical studies are required to understand fully the various effects
of EC use. As with studies at the cellular level, results thus far suggest that EC use causes fewer acute
effects than CCs. These effects are also lower in magnitude. In addition, EC aerosol does not contain
many of the toxicants found in CC smoke that influence cardiovascular function (Benowitz and
Burbank 2016; Margham et al. 2016). As such, for short-term use, ECs likely represent a safer alterna-
tive to smoking CCs when it comes to cardiovascular health. Future research should be done long
term using a consistent smoking regime involving experienced vapers so that results may be better
compared across studies and varying nicotine levels.

Effects of ECs on pulmonary function
As smokers are known to have impaired pulmonary function (e.g., Musk and de Klerk 2003), it is
important to establish how ECs, if they are to replace CCs, affect pulmonary function. Ferrari
et al. (2015) discovered that in a group of 10 smokers and 10 non-smokers, 5 min of ad libitum
use of a nicotine-free EC decreased the FEV1 value and the forced expiratory flow after 25% of
the air in the lungs has been expelled (FEF25 value). This indicates that ECs can impair lung
volume as well as the force lungs can generate, unrelated to nicotine. These effects were, however,
more pronounced in the 10 smokers. Among the smokers, there was also a decreased peak (high-
est) expiratory flow (PEF value) when air was being expelled from the lungs (Ferrari et al. 2015).
Walele et al. (2016) found no change in pulmonary function (including in values such as the
FEV1) for flavoured or unflavoured liquid or varying nicotine concentrations when 24 smokers
took 10 puffs from the EC device four times per day for 4 d. Again, these different results may
be due to different puffing regimes or the use of different liquids or devices that may affect lung
function differently. One clinical study of 18 smoking asthmatics showed an improvement in
their symptoms when they switched from CCs to ECs for a year, including a decrease in their air-
way hyperresponsiveness and an increase in their lung capacity (Polosa et al. 2014, 2016). This
improvement might be explained by a reduced exposure to the excessive irritants and tar of CC
smoke. Farsalinos et al. (2014a) received information from more than 19 000 subjects through
an internet survey where 65.4% of respondents with asthma and 75.7% of people with COPD said
switching from CCs to ECs improved their symptoms. There is, therefore, some evidence that a
switch from CCs to EC may provide some health benefits to users (Van Staden et al. 2013; Nutt
et al. 2014; McRobbie et al. 2015; Polosa 2015; Campagna et al. 2016; Cibella et al. 2016;
Goniewicz et al. 2017). Interestingly, recent studies suggest that the use of ECs lowers levels of
expired nitric oxide (NO) (Vardavas et al. 2012; Marini et al. 2014; but see Flouris et al. 2013).
As asthma patients generally tend to have elevated NO levels (Vahlkvist et al. 2006), the reported
improvement of asthma symptoms with EC use may be related to NO. This early evidence does
not, however, mean that EC use is harmless, only that it is safer than CCs (Flouris et al. 2013;
Misra et al. 2014; Scheffler et al. 2015b; O’Connell et al. 2016). Future research should, therefore,
look at these pulmonary results in more detail, especially in the long term (e.g., Polosa et al. 2016),
and increase the scope to other organ systems.
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Effects of ECs on metabolism and development
Rats exposed to injections of nicotine-containing and nicotine-free EC liquid experienced
changes in metabolism. In this study, total cholesterol (TC)/high density lipoproteins (HDL)
and low density lipoproteins (LDL)/HDL levels went down (i.e., “bad” cholesterol) (El Golli
et al. 2016b). However, these rats also had hyperglycemia and an increase in transaminase activity
indicating liver damage, regardless of the nicotine level (El Golli et al. 2016b). Exposure of young
mice to EC vapour resulted in less weight gain than a control, unrelated to nicotine, and less post-
natal lung growth related to nicotine (McGrath-Morrow et al. 2015). Caenorhabditis elegans
exposed to EC liquids or vapours resulted in smaller worms and smaller brood sizes than the con-
trols, unrelated to nicotine, and decreased body length and locomotion related to nicotine content
(Panitz et al. 2015). Thus, ECs can affect the development and metabolism of non-human ani-
mals, and these effects are exacerbated by nicotine. There are currently few studies that have
examined the metabolic effects of EC use on humans. Recent studies suggest that switching to
ECs may help in minimizing post-cessation weight gain experienced by four out of five smokers
when quitting CC use (Russo et al. 2016). Nicotine exposure during pregnancy, adolescence, or
adulthood can affect development and overall growth (Pauly and Slotkin 2008; Yuan et al.
2015). Future studies should focus on the acute and long-term effects of nicotine-containing
ECs on these functions. This research is especially important if users, such as adolescents, use
ECs as a new means of smoking rather than as a cessation device (Barrington-Trimis et al.
2016a, 2016b; Breland et al. 2016). Evidence to date, however, suggests this in not the case as
the overwhelming majority of EC users are also smokers (Farsalinos et al. 2014a, 2016b; Patel
et al. 2016; Hammett et al. 2017).

Effects of ECs on cognitive function, anxiety, and dependence
Nicotine exposure can impair cognitive abilities (Pauly and Slotkin 2008; Yuan et al. 2015). The few
studies to date conducted with nicotine-containing ECs suggest similar results. Exposure to nico-
tine-containing EC vapours during late prenatal and early postnatal life of mice led to behavioural
changes in adult male mice (Smith et al. 2015). Similarly, after being exposed to nicotine-containing
EC aerosols (Ponzoni et al. 2015) or to e-liquid injections (El Golli et al. 2016a), the spatial memory
of mice decreased. In addition, the amount of anxiety that the mice experienced increased (Ponzoni
et al. 2015). These results were, however, more pronounced when mice were exposed to cigarette
smoke (Ponzoni et al. 2015). These impairments are similar to those experienced by smokers as
nicotine can cross the blood–brain barrier (Swan and Lessov-Schlaggar 2007). Nicotine withdrawal
could also explain the anxiety experienced by the mice as it is a common symptom when smokers
must go without CCs for a period of time (Jackson et al. 2015). In a recent study, long-term EC users
and users vaping with recent devices or with higher nicotine concentrations reported high depend-
ency scores (Foulds et al. 2015). This dependency was, however, lower than with CCs (Foulds et al.
2015). Other recent studies also reported dependency on EC liquids containing nicotine (Etter 2015;
Etter and Eissenberg 2015), albeit lower than with CCs (Vansickel et al. 2012; Grace et al. 2015).
Interestingly, mice that were exposed to EC vapour showed more anxiety-related compulsive behav-
iour than did those exposed to cigarette smoke, despite the similar blood nicotine levels and, there-
fore, similar withdrawal (Ponzoni et al. 2015). Lauterstein et al. (2016) found that mice pups
exposed to EC vapours during gestation and early life had altered central nervous system develop-
ment, regardless of whether e-liquid contained nicotine or not. These above-mentioned studies sug-
gest that some non-nicotine component of ECs may affect normal behavioural and central nervous
system development. Research on these potentially important non-nicotine effects is currently scarce.
Furthermore, experienced users can generate high blood nicotine concentrations with new generation
devices and certain types of e-liquids (see above). Thus, further research on humans is also required to
understand better nicotine effects on cognitive function, anxiety, and nicotine dependence.
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Acute adverse effects caused by EC use
The most common acute adverse effects due to EC use were irritation of the respiratory tract (including
the mouth and throat), dry throat, cough, and cough reflex suppression (Nides et al. 2014; D’Ruiz et al.
2015; Salturk et al. 2015; Dicpinigaitis et al. 2016a; Walele et al. 2016). These effects are probably due to
the propylene glycol discussed earlier, which is a component of the EC liquid and is a known respiratory
irritant. In addition, use of ECs lowers levels of expired NO, which may also contribute to irritation
(Ricciardolo 2003; Vardavas et al. 2012; Marini et al. 2014). This irritation of the throat may be related
to what is known as the “throat hit”, a desirable sensation reported in an online 2015 survey of over
1000 users (Yingst et al. 2015; Etter 2016). A stronger “throat hit” tends to occur with increased nicotine,
so in seeking a stronger “hit”, people may be exposing themselves to more dangerous levels of nicotine
and other toxicants (Etter 2016). Dicpinigaitis et al. (2016b) also found that, like CCs, the use of
nicotine-containing ECs diminished the urge-to-cough sensation for 24 h after use when the users were
exposed to capsaicin. This indicates some sort of reflex impairment with acute EC use. As mentioned
earlier in this review, research on the acute effects of EC use is quickly adding up in the literature,
whereas research on long-term effects of EC use is only in its infancy. Very few published studies focus
on effects over months or years rather than hours (e.g., Manzoli et al. 2015, 2017; Cibella et al. 2016;
Farsalinos et al. 2016a). This research will take time. It is, however, especially important to determine
if toxicants found in ECs, but not in CCs, may pose serious health risks. For instance, patients with
existing ulcerative colitis experience improvement of condition when smoking CCs (Calkins 1989),
whereas symptoms worsen with EC use (Camus et al. 2014). Clearly, more research is needed before
we can conclude on the overall long-term safety of EC use.

Conclusions
ECs are becoming an increasingly popular alternative to smoking CCs, which are perceived as more
toxic. Some recent research even suggests some beneficial effects of switching from CCs to EC products,
like for asthma patients. However, it is clear that EC use is not without associated risks. Acute use of
these devices has been shown to lead to lung inflammation, which could cause or progress conditions
such as COPD, oxidative damage, potential cardiac and pulmonary function impairment, potential
behavioural modification, immunological effects, and more. Research is still very recent, and the expo-
sure time in the majority of the papers is short (a few days), as researchers tend to focus on the acute
effects of EC use. Therefore, we need to interpret current research with care as we still poorly understand
how such acute effects translate to disease risk. Users should, therefore, use these devices with caution,
especially given the lack of long-term studies of the health effects of EC use. However, evidence to date
suggests that, when used properly, these devices can represent an effective replacement for CC use, at
least in the short term, given the various health risks associated with CC smoke.

Broad conclusions and generalizations are difficult to make given that the sample sizes and method-
ologies for exposure to EC compounds vary wildly from paper to paper. For instance, many investiga-
tors looked at the effects of EC liquids on cells in vitro. It is difficult to extrapolate such findings to
organ systems and organisms. Research that focuses on the effects of EC aerosolants may prove more
practical. Other factors also vary among studies. Parameters such as exposure time, puffing rates,
experience level of the user, type of device and its voltage and resistance, type of liquid used with vari-
ous propylene glycol/glycerol ratio, nicotine, and flavouring compounds concentrations can vary
among papers. These differences could potentially explain the varying levels of the same chemical in
the aerosol or a different degree of cardiac function impairment. To draw meaningful broad conclu-
sions, there is, therefore, a need for better standardization of protocols (e.g., Azzopardi et al. 2016;
Farsalinos et al. 2016c; Iskandar et al. 2016). In addition, future researchers need to take advantage
of other tools and methodologies such as randomized controlled trials (Cravo et al. 2016), and
develop mathematical models and new frameworks (Kalkhoran and Glantz 2015; Levy et al. 2017).
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Finally, ECs also introduce a new suite of toxicants not found in CCs. Future research should focus on
these new compounds introduced either by the devices themselves (e.g., metals such as nickel) or by
the plethora of available unflavoured and flavoured liquids (e.g., glyoxals). The quantity or quality
of the aerosolants produced by these products is still poorly regulated, and manufacturing processes
need to be standardized.
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